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editorial

Dear Readers,
hoists and crane components from STAHL CraneSystems are equally popular with crane
builders and end customers. Increasingly our partners tell us that customers ask
specifically for STAHL CraneSystems products. And not infrequently the combination
of expert crane building consulting and high-quality crane technology results in an
order being placed.
We don't rest on our laurels, our customers make sure of that! For many of these orders
can only be accomplished with sophisticated engineering solutions and the creative
ideas of our R&D staff. We describe some particularly interesting projects in
this magazine. Around 500 staff in our Künzelsau plant ensure that reliable hoists result
from our customised designs. With our own components manufacture, a rope drum
lathe and a state of the art CNC centre we achieve very great production depth – and
thus the above-average manufacturing quality for which we are famous.
Have fun reading, and thank you for your interest in STAHL CraneSystems!
Yours, Werner Wagner, Managing Director, STAHL CraneSystems
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Training course

for partners in the Far East
STAHL CraneSystems invited nine of its crane building partners from the Asia-Pacific
Region to participate in a joint training course. Hosting the meeting in August 2011 were
Messrs. ALLA Co. Ltd. from Bangkok, who made their training centre available for the event.
ALLA COMPANY LIMITED

®

The goal of the training course in Bangkok was to reinforce partners’ technical knowledge and provide background information on the latest products. At the same time the
meeting was a chance to intensify contacts between partners and STAHL
CraneSystems, learning more about crane builders’ requirements with regard to

PT. WIRYA KRENINDO PERKASA
Trusted Name for Material Handling

specific countries.
Over three days, instructors Denis Zunic and Mario Ehrler, who had travelled from
Künzelsau for this course, dealt with the maintenance and repair of wire rope and
chain hoists, as well as the SLE21 condition monitoring device, demonstrated the

Namsung Machinery Co., LtdU

CraneGuide software and explained details on endcarriages and the new SW winch.
Several partners were able to employ the new winch in projects in the weeks

ROTOMATIK

following the training course. Namsung Machinery sold an SW winch with 160 t S.W.L.
to a power station in Panama, ALLA installed two 180 t winches in a power station in
Thailand and JEC supplied a 135 t winch to a power station in Hong Kong.
The Thai host, ALLA Co. Ltd. is one of STAHL CraneSystems’ major crane building partners
in Asian. The two companies have been in cooperation for 18 years now. One
mainstay is the automotive sector – Thailand is often described as the Detroit of Asia

EXCELLIFT

as regards automotive engineering. Other important branches are power station
construction, petrochemical, oil and gas plants, and steel production.
STAHL CraneSystems successfully rehearsed this blend of partners’ meeting and training
course recently on the premises of Messrs. Kaulfuß in Reinbek, northern Germany,
attended by 16 fitters from seven German crane building partners.

RAYCHI
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Crane builder Brunnhuber rehearses for emergencies

Maiden voyage

on the Moselle
Illuminated by the setting sun, the yellow portal crane is silhouetted clearly against the
inky sky. Erection by a ship’s crane has taken only three days, by water. The electricians
need another two days for adjustments and commissioning.
Now the completed crane stands there, ready for operation, looking over the slowly
flowing Moselle. Only Hartmut Bargmann, who ordered the crane on behalf of
the Water and Shipping Authority in Koblenz, is not really happy. The crane is to be
dismantled again the next day. That’s what the plan says.
“To be honest: I hope that we won’t have any emergencies that we need to use the crane
for,” says the mechanical engineer. Hartmut Bargmann works for the Water and
Shipping Authority in Koblenz and is responsible for the operation and maintenance of
the technical systems of the locks. A second lock chamber has been in construction
in Bruttig-Fankel, 50 km upriver from Koblenz, since 2007. It is to be commissioned in
2012. “The crane is emergency equipment,” Hartmut Bargmann explains. “It is only
intended to be used for maintenance work on the aft gate of the old lock, for example if
a ship is damaged, collides with the aft lock gate and puts it out of action. Up to now
we have sent for a mobile crane for this work. However now that the new lock chamber
has been built with a central jetty we can no longer get to the aft of the old lock with a
mobile crane.”

As major maintenance work on the lock gates is only scheduled
every few years and shipping accidents in the lock are rare, the
crane is to be stored in a depot 15 km downriver.
A portal crane with 50 tonnes load capacity, able to be completely
dismantled, transported and erected by ship and which can
also be set up and ready for use within 48 hours even after it
has been stored for several months – this was a challenge even
for Brunnhuber’s engineers. “Generally we build bigger
cranes,” says Reiner Frick, Brunnhuber’s sales engineer. The
Augsburg company is a specialist for off-standard cranes,
frequently with three-figure safe working loads, and with power
stations a priority. “But this crane was quite challenging,”
Frick has no difficulty in admitting. “The greatest challenge in
this project was the available ship’s crane, which can only lift
6 tonnes. None of the crane components was allowed to

1

exceed this weight, and even now during erection the ship’s
crane was at its limit.” However the test erection was
completed without any problems, completely by water and
without using any extra elevating work platforms – just as
Brunnhuber’s purpose-planned erection concept envisaged.
The 50 tonne hoist was supplied by STAHL CraneSystems from
Künzelsau. “The AS 7 wire rope hoist with its compact
dimensions and robust construction was ideally suited for the
lock crane,” Reiner Frick explains. Thanks to all electrical
connections being plug-in, connecting up the electrics too was
a mere formality – apart from detailed photo-documented
erection instructions, this is an important detail for enabling the
crane to be recommissioned fast in an emergency.
The crane is equipped with a number of off-standard features for
outdoor use: protective roof for the hoist, off-standard lighting
and stainless steel panel boxes. Space heaters will prevent
damage from cold or damp during the long storage periods.
Crabs and undercarriages with frequency inverters ensure

2

particularly smooth starting and braking – if it should ever need
to be used. “Really, the crane is much too good to be left in
storage. As all the locks on the Moselle have a standard width

1

of 12.80 m, theoretically we can use the crane on other locks
too,” is Hartmut Bargmann’s opinion, and he is already thinking
of 2012, when rebuilding the lock in Trier will begin.
And perhaps the crane will stay erected in Bruttig-Fankel for
a while until it is needed elsewhere. Who knows?

1 The AS 7 wire rope hoist can be reached easily
from the maintenance bridge.
2 Thomas Kraus of STAHL CraneSystems
and Rainer Frick of Brunnhuber Krane during
commissioning.
3 Clearly identified plug connections make
erection fast.
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Our Indian partner MM Engineers supplies 43 cranes to Volvo CE

The best form of advertising:

satisfied customers

Volvo Construction Equipment (CE) is one of the world’s largest manufacturers of articulated joint dump trucks,
wheeled loaders and excavators. Their production plants are situated in Sweden, Germany and another seven
China

countries located around the world. The Indian plant in Bangalore was recently updated for around 16 million
Euros and was extended by a new excavator production line. In this way Volvo can reduce delivery times in
India and respond promptly to the requirements of its customers in the region. The Indian market for construction

Nepal

Pakistan

equipment is healthy – in 2011 the demand for excavators rose by around 30 %. This made it a good time for
Volvo CE to inaugurate its new excavator production line in Bangalore.

Bangladesh

India

Sri Lanka

In 2008 Volvo ordered the first eight cranes, including some sophisticated semiportal
and bracket cranes. As the manufacturer of the paint-spray line, Eisenmann AG from
Germany, needed hoists for this sector, Volvo insisted on using STAHL CraneSystems
products here too. Eisenmann ordered four SH 50 wire rope hoists. The project entered
1

its crucial phase in 2011 with a number of further orders. In total, MM Engineers
supplied 43 cranes with different lifting capacities and in different designs, including
overhead travelling cranes, bracket and slewing cranes, monorails and semiportals –

The major order for a total of 43 cranes was placed with STAHL

fully equipped with hoists and crane components from STAHL CraneSystems. The

CraneSystems’ Indian partner MM Engineers in Coimbatore.

project was supervised, coordinated and brought to a successful conclusion by STAHL

STAHL CraneSystems supplied the hoists and crane compo-

CraneSystems’ German Support Manager in India, Klaus Wagner. Anand Dayanidhi is

nents from Germany. The contact between Volvo CE and MM

pleased with the success of the project: “Volvo CE is now another satisfied customer

Engineers began in 2007. Volvo project managers had inspec-

here in India. Our successful collaboration is to continue in the near future with orders

ted cranes built by MM Engineers using crane components

for the bus production plant.”

from STAHL CraneSystems in various factories in Bangalore.
The reputation enjoyed by these cranes had a favourable
influence on the meeting which Volvo requested from the MM
Engineers team a short time later. “The cranes previously used
in the Volvo plant belonged to an earlier generation as regards
design and performance,” is how Anand Dayanidhi, Country
Head of the STAHL CraneSystems’ Indian subsidiary, describes
the starting situation. “Volvo CE was now looking for reliable
equipment requiring little or no maintenance. The relationship
between Volvo CE, MM Engineers and STAHL CraneSystems
began to flourish at this point.”
However MM Engineers still had to win through against other
suppliers of Volvo CE. The praise expressed by other customers
in Bangalore and the impressions Volvo CE gained during the
visit to the crane production plant in Coimbatore finally
prevailed.

2

3

1 Lifting at three levels: here semi-portal cranes,
bridge cranes and bracket cranes work in
parallel.
2 Volvo CE produces excavators for the Indian
construction industry in this building.
3 Volvo is fully equipped for the future with 43
low-maintenance cranes "powered by STAHL
CraneSystems".
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Structural steelwork, metal construction and industrial service

SMI tech – a partner on

course for growth

“This is the point of no return,” says Bernhard Pecho, Managing Director of SMI tech.
His company, founded in 1997, has been a certified crane building partner of STAHL CraneSystems for three years now and has been on course for growth at full speed since then.

SMI tech has 14 highly qualified staff, four of them in the planning department. A further
designer is being looked for at the moment. “The efforts of our sales force are bearing
fruit,” is Bernhard Pecho’s opinion. SMI tech has its headquarters in Hannover and
a sales office in Salzgitter, most of the customers are from the south of Lower Saxony.
The client base is variegated, which Bernhard Pecho explains as follows: “We consciously address a wide clientele. We deliver to every customer – from small mechanics
to large companies such as VW, Continental and Phoenix Contact.” Alexander
Heuchert, responsible for sales for nearly two years, sees the strongest point of SMI
tech in the universal range of the company: “With us, the customer gets cranes and
customised solutions from a single source, on the spot, in his vicinity. We advise,
design, manufacture the structural steelwork and the crane runways, erect the crane

1

and then offer the customer our after sales service.”
Alexander Heuchert sees the partnership with STAHL CraneSystems extremely
positively: “The big advantage for us is that STAHL CraneSystems isn’t a competitor –
an interesting concept! Support is top-notch – both at a technical level and as regards
marketing.” Bernhard Pecho too appreciates the direct contact to STAHL CraneSystems: “We get expert consulting directly from the manufacturer and are given
important information without any detours. STAHL CraneSystems passes its expertise
on to us, the crane builder – and our customers profit.”

3

3

2

1 Bernhard Pecho, Managing Director, SMI tech
2 Alexander Heuchert, Sales, SMI tech
3 SMI tech produces crane systems in rolled
beam and box girder construction in this
assembly shop.

1

Experts for progress

Appel trusts in crane technology from STAHL CraneSystems
Appel‘s range of hoses and seals has been complemented over

Appel’s tradition extends back to 1860. The company in Lauda-Königshofen has
been manufacturing moulded rubber parts since 1956. A tour of the production plant

the course of the years by injection-moulded plastic parts.

recalls the successful history of two companies – Appel and STAHL CraneSystems:

Demand is high. As a major supplier for the motor industry,

old chain hoists from Künzelsau are to be found here, including an R hoist,

Appel has expanded time and time again. A few years ago, the

in operation for over 50 years.

storeroom built just in 2005 had to be converted into a
production area. There were some hurdles to be overcome: the
storeroom with its low, sloping roof was not designed for using
a crane, an off-standard crane had to be designed.
Stahl- und Kranbau Oeder, a partner of STAHL CraneSystems,
developed a customised asymmetrical solution: raised on one
side, chamfered on the other, the 3.2 t off-standard crane
provides Appel with the additional lifting height required for
retooling the machines with injection moulding tools.
Appel is following the trend and continuing to invest. New, still
higher-performance machines are to be added in 2012. The
lifting capacity of the first crane is no longer sufficient for the
new tools: the high-performance devices now weigh up to
5 t. A second crane with higher lifting capacity is needed, Stahlund Kranbau Oeder is on board again.

1 Customised solution from Stahl- und Kranbau
Oeder: the off-standard asymmetrical crane
was designed especially for this building.
2 The raised crane bridge gives Appel the
necessary lifting height.

2

STAHL CraneSystems will supply the matching SH 50 wire rope
hoist, the necessary control technology and the appropriate
endcarriages – as is usual, particularly long-lived, lowmaintenance and designed for at least another 40 years of
successful collaboration.
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STAHL CraneSystems supplies
six off-standard cranes
for LNG terminal in Rotterdam

International
success

Explosion protection: life insurance for workers, survival for investors. Bureaucracy and national legislation for those planning
international projects. Anyone who is employed in systems manufacture on an international level places great emphasis on reliable,
experienced suppliers. STAHL CraneSystems’ experience has made it the world’s most successful supplier of explosion-protected
crane technology and a sought-after partner for international project managers, such as ENTREPOSE for example. This French company
was recently responsible for planning, procuring and erecting “GATE”, the new liquefied natural gas terminal in the Port of Rotterdam.
STAHL CraneSystems supplied six explosion-protected maintenance cranes for this project.

GATE stands for “Gas Access To Europe,” it is the Netherlands’

total volume of 540,000 m³ LNG. That is approximately equivalent to the amount of

first liquid natural gas terminal. The plant was opened in

natural gas which is consumed in the Netherlands in 10 days. The liquid gas is trans-

September 2011 after a construction time of three years, and

ported with the aid of pumps set on the base of the tanks. For maintenance work, or if a

in the long run is intended to assure gas supplies to north-

pump is faulty, they have to be lifted out of the tank by crane – a very tricky operation

western Europe. LNG is the abbreviation for liquefied natural

in view of the extremely low temperature and the danger of evaporating gas exploding.

gas. It is transported at a temperature of –160 °C to Rotterdam

The peculiarity of maintenance cranes is that they are practically never used. And if

by tankers and there stored in special LNG tanks. It is then

they are used, then usually in critical situations when production has come to a stand-

slowly heated up using warm water from a neighbouring power

still, time is money, and the health and safety officers are reaching for tranquillisers.

station, reassuming its gaseous state and expanding to 600

When maintenance is performed on LNG tanks technology is required which is

times its volume. It is subsequently transported overland via the

100 percent reliable. LNG is neither inflammable nor poisonous in its liquid form and

existing pipeline network to power stations and households in

thus relatively innocuous. However if it evaporates, it is highly explosive. For this

the Netherlands and the whole of north-western Europe.

reason the most stringent explosion protection regulations apply in the whole GATE

The GATE terminal in Rotterdam comprises three LNG tanks with a

terminal – including the crane technology.

1

2

3

The design of LNG wire rope hoists from the STAHL CraneSystems
used for this project is completely redundant: two hoists,
two brakes, two gearboxes and two ropes ensure that even in
the improbable event that a rope should break or there is a
malfunction, hoisting can continue as normal without damaging
the valuable pump or any part of the system. The extreme
temperatures necessitate off-standard ropes which are attached to the pump by the user and remain permanently in the
tank. These ropes are attached to the rope drum by means of a
rope clamp. If one of the ropes should break, the second hoist
continues hoisting. Naturally the hoists meet the stringent
ATEX directives on mechanical and electrical explosion protection, so that they can cause no explosion hazard even if natural
gas should evaporate.
Each of the three explosion-protected hoists has two independently driven rope drums with 2,400 kg lifting capacity each.

4

Their corrosion-resistant paint is particularly suitable for saline
environments such as the port of Rotterdam. A corrugated
steel housing under which the hoist is parked while not in use
provides additional protection from wind and weather.
Supplementing the maintenance crane, an additional slewing
crane, also equipped with an explosion-protected wire rope
hoist type SH 30 ex, is mounted on each liquid gas tank.
Germany

These auxiliary cranes with 150 kg lifting capacity are used
to transport tools and small components up to the platform of
the tank.

Netherlands

Purpose-built LNG hoists from STAHL CraneSystems are now in
use in numerous plants scattered around the world. And the

Rotterdam

market for LNG continues to grow: Europe now meets 15 % of its
gas requirements by importing liquefied gas. According to
recent studies, half the global gas trade could be transacted
with LNG by 2030. STAHL CraneSystems profits from this
development: in 2011 LNG products accounted for 11 percent
of total sales, and the tendency is rising.

Belgium

1 A maintenance crane for lifting the
liquefied gas pump is located on each
tank.
2 The redundant design ensures safe
operation.
3 All the hoists meet the stringent ATEX
directives.
4 Decades of experience make STAHL
CraneSystems a sought-after partner for
major international projects.
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Test successfully completed:
off-standard wire rope hoists

ready for shipping to India

STAHL CraneSystems R&D staff have tested seven 30 t hoists in a quarry in Nitzenhausen, near Künzelsau.
The explosion-protected wire rope hoists, of the “AS 7 ex” type, are to be exported to India. They will be
installed in a steelworks towards the end of the year.

“Strictly speaking, we were not in a position to accept the order,”
says Martin Klossek, project manager in the International
Projects department. The end customer in India demanded a
load test of hoist and crab under all load conditions for all
seven 30 t wire rope hoists. “There is no way we can do this on
our test rig in the plant,” Martin Klossek explains. However a
solution was found by teaming up with Gerhard Deitigsmann, a
member of the customer service department. A rarely used
double girder overhead travelling crane with a lifting capacity
of 40 tonnes was installed in a building in a quarry 10 km from
the STAHL CraneSystems plant. A suspension and a spreader
beam were designed specially for the test for attaching the
hoists to the crane and suspending the test weights.

»

On 24 April the great day dawns: ten 2.5 t cast steel standard
weights are attached to the spreader beam, together with
1

another six tonnes in the form of solid steel plates. The button
on the radio remote control is pressed, the wire rope hoist
starts up, the chain slings tighten and 33 tonnes of metal float
apparently effortlessly through the building. Test condition
“lifting and cross travel” at rated load is met. With the weight
suspended on the hook, STAHL CraneSystems’ fitters can now
adjust the overload device which will cut off the hoist at 110 %
rated load. Its correct functioning is subsequently tested with a
test weight of 37.5 tonnes.

The button on the radio remote control is pressed,
Martin Klossek is satisfied with
the wire rope hoist starts up, the chain slings tighten the result: “The Indian
and 33 tonnes of metal float apparently effortlessly customer insisted on testing in
Germany – our AS 7 has passed
through the building.
this test.” The load tests were preceded by tests spread over
several days of the welds, correct functioning, surface
treatment and checks that the contract is met as as regards
quality and completeness.
The tests were supervised by an inspector from the Hamburg
Bureau Veritas. His successful test report and release
certificate are necessary for STAHL CraneSystems to be able to
ship the hoists.
“The particular characteristic of these hoists is their compact
construction and great lifting height, no-one but us was able to

2

offer this,” Martin Klossek explains the design: “The wire rope hoists are to work in a
narrow corridor between two hoppers for debris. We therefore had to shorten them to
a width of 1.27 metres. We managed this by using off-standard travel drives.” The
result: seven identical wire rope hoists – in explosion-protected design due to the
prevalence of coal dust in the plant. Stationary hoist and crab are combined in a single
unit. The 8-wheel off-standard crabs are equipped with angle drives. The hoists are
operated with a fixed position control.
The hoists from Künzelsau are to start work in the new coal gasification plant in about a

3

year’s time according to the schedule. They are needed for maintenance work on coal
crushing mills which they lift out of grinding stones and set down at the base of the
system, 27 metres down.
The off-standard suspension and spreader beam will be stored in the STAHL CraneSystems
plant. “From now on, we can test hoists up to 40 tonnes S.W.L. under real conditions,”
says Gerhard Deitigsmann proudly. “There are very few manufacturers in Germany
who can do that.”

1 The off-standard 8-wheeled trolley with angle
drive is a real eye-catcher.
2 Testing hoists up to 40 t S.W.L. in real
conditions – only a few manufacturers in
Germany can do this.
3 The test was performed with 33 tonnes test
load, consisting of the 2 t spreader beam,
ten standard weights and a further 6.4 t in the
form of solid steel plates.
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STAHL CraneSystems extends invitations to

Expert Technology Forum
They came to Künzelsau from all over the country, STAHL CraneSystems’ crane building partners. Two days, 40
participants, concentrated information. “This Expert Technology Forum was the first event of its kind for us and
it was a complete success,” says Werner Wagner, the company’s Managing Director.

Werner Wagner sees a key role for STAHL CraneSystems: “In
recent years we have developed more and more into a partner
for experienced crane builders. The Forum is an important
instrument for networking German crane builders and passing
on expertise systematically,” Werner Wagner explains.
Different crane building companies have different fortes. The
conference gave them the opportunity to get to know each
other in person and find out more about their colleagues.
“There was a wonderful atmosphere, you could clearly feel the
participants’ curiosity and interest ,” is the compliment paid by
Thomas Kraus, STAHL CraneSystems’ Support Center Director.
At the Expert Technology Forum, selected crane building partners
had fundamental information on products and new developments given to them from the horse’s mouth. In addition
to specialist talks on hoists and crane components, the Forum
also provided plenty of opportunities for discussing the crane
building partners’ own ideas and observations. Thus a lively
exchange of knowledge between users and R&D staff
developed – the basis for productive collaboration in coming
years. The next Expert Technology Forum is already being

ERSTES

planned for Autumn 2012.

EXPERTEN
TECHNIK
FORUM
24.–26. Oktober 2011

A subsidiary introduces itself
The STAHL CraneSystems subsidiary in the USA has its headquarters in Charleston,
South Carolina. Marc Philipp has been in charge since 2010. Born in the Saarland,
he had previously gained several years’ experience in Künzelsau – most recently in the
department for International Projects.

»USA
Tennessee

North Carolina

South
Carolina
Alabama

Charleston

Georgia

Florida

The core business of this subsidiary founded in 1996 is selling hoists and crane

The ladies had a silver-plated breakfast on Tuesday: at a

components to US American crane building partners. The 12-strong STAHL Crane-

“Shimmer and Shine Breakfast” Charleston’s Silver Lady Dawn

Systems team regularly invites its major customers to “Customer Sales Meetings” in

Evers gave insights into fine silver, jewellery and antiques from

Charleston – partners are welcome, as the meetings are renowned not just for the

all over the world. After lunching together, the crane builders

specialist information received, but also for their colourful supporting programme.

set off homewards. In their luggage: new in-depth knowledge,

This year’s meeting was held in the Charleston Place Hotel from 15 to 17 April. 16 of the
subsidiary’s most important customers made the journey to Charleston, ten of them
accompanied by their wives. Sunday evening began with a formal welcome, offering
the customers the opportunity to chat and get to know each other better. The whole
team then set off on a ghost tour through Charleston.
The first morning’s programme for the crane experts dealt with innovations from various
company departments and specific engineering and explosion protection solutions.
The ladies meanwhile took advantage of an opportunity for some early morning
shopping: while enjoying a substantial breakfast, they were able to shop to their
hearts’ content in the well-known Bob Ellis shoe shop, before official opening hours.
The day ended with a sunset dinner for everyone on historic Boone Hall plantation.
Where the film “North and South” was once shot, the customers were able to review
the day’s subject-matter to the accompaniment of blues, beer and barbecue. In the
course of the party, Marc Philipp and Werner Wagner presented certificates to the
customers commemorating their good working relationship.
On Tuesday morning, the focus was on CraneKits, standard and off-standard chain hoists
and innovations from the Operations and Sales departments, presented by departmental heads Scott Vogel and Keith Butler.
In particular the planned product launch of CraneKits in the USA aroused great interest.
Neil Wilson of Proserv is convinced: “Calculating orders efficiently and costeffectively, with manageable plannung outlay, will be a lot easier with this ‘plug and
play’ product.”

up-to-date information on STAHL CraneSystems and: shoes.
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Meissner Krane and STAHL CraneSystems provide support

Building the new
Metro in Amsterdam
One of the Netherlands’ largest projects at present is building the new North-South underground railway line
through the centre of Amsterdam. The new line is to connect the new residential areas in the north of the city
with the city centre and the new commercial centre in the south of Amsterdam. When it is completed, currently
planned for 2017, the new line is likely to be the most used transport link in the Netherlands and be
used by around 200,000 passengers a day. The German crane expert Meissner Krane from Bad Blankenburg and
STAHL CraneSystems are supporting the project with specialised crane technology.

Amsterdam’s city centre is densely populated. Cars en masse push their way through the narrow streets
every day and cyclists abound. The new Metro therefore has to be routed underground in the whole south
section of the line. Apart from the challenging geology – the water table is at ground level – and
protecting the numerous historic buildings, one of the greatest challenges for this project is avoiding
adverse effects for the city’s inhabitants.
When building the new underground stations large volumes of excavated earth are incurred which are
removed above ground by lorries. To permit this in the narrow streets of the old city without closing roads
and causing traffic chaos, off-standard portal cranes from crane builder Meissner Krane from Bad
Blankenburg in Thüringen are used on three construction sites. These cranes load the containers full of
excavated earth onto lorries above ground, however they are also used for taking in work machinery and
the completion of the underground railway stations. A portal width of 8 metres enables safe loading and
unloading operations in spite of concurrent car traffic and the continuing operation of the existing tram
line. The track gauge of the cranes can be extended to 10 metres, so that after invidual construction
sections are completed they can be used on other building sites. Their maximum S.W.L. of 25 t is
distributed over two STAHL CraneSystems hoists. Due to the maximum lifting height of 42 metres, a high

1 The frequency-controlled ASF7 wire rope
hoists load the containers onto lorries quickly
and precisely.
2 The yellow portals are a prominent feature of
the face of the city: six of these practical
helpers are in use in Amsterdam at present.
3 Roofs protect the hoists from rain and dirt.

1

2

lifting speed and high classification was necessary in order to be able to meet the
schedule for the excavation work specified by the City of Amsterdam. Two ASF 7 wire
rope hoists with frequency inverters are used on each crane, enabling the excavation
containers to be loaded quickly and accurately. Thanks to their FEM 3m classification,
they are well suited to intensive operational demands. The connection of two hoists
permits hoisting speeds of 15 m/min under full load or 21 m/min with an empty
container, equivalent to the 15 load cycles per hour calculated by construction
company Max Bögl.
As a “Partner of STAHL CraneSystems,” Meissner Krane prefers to use hoists and crane
components from the South German technology specialist. In addition to the
frequency-controlled ASF 7 hoists, the wheel blocks for the crabs and the crane drives
were supplied by STAHL CraneSystems. The first two cranes were supplied in
2007, in the following years Max Bögl ordered another two cranes each for two other
underground stations, so that a total of six portal cranes of this type are in use.
Below ground too Max Bögl is putting its trust in German crane technology: thanks to
their low headroom, around 30 SH 50 wire rope hoists are in use, equipped with
off-standard rope drums to increase the lifting height.
For construction company Max Bögl the purchase of the cranes has been worth double.
In Amsterdam they provided reliable support for work on the underground railway.
After completion of the project, the company can use the flexible cranes for other
projects, e.g on ICE lines, building dams or pump storage stations.
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The Columbian machine and systems builder IMOCOM has
inaugurated a new plant in the city of Siberia in order to meet
the rising demand for cranes. The company welcomed 300
guests to the ceremony when the new building was
inaugurated; in addition to VIPs from industry, a large number
of major customers accepted the invitation.
IMOCOM was founded in 1952, today the company employs 400

“(...) With individually adapted hoists and

staff. The successful collaboration with STAHL CraneSystems

engineering solutions, STAHL Crane-

began in 1996. With sales of 1.2 million Euros, IMOCOM now

Systems plays a special role on the mar-

ranks in the upper midfield of our international crane building

ket. Series-manufactured components

partners. IMOCOM supplies South American customers in the

ensure reliability and a low maintenance

steel, paper, and petrochemical industries, shipyards and other

requirement, in spite of the fact that these

companies in production industry.

off-standard components are generally
custom-built. (...)”.
Issue 3/2012 in the article ›Individual
lifting‹

1
1 Jose Luis Lopez, Carlos Matajira and
STAHL CraneSystems Regional Sales Manager
for Latinamerica, Karsten Hönack.
2 Powered by STAHL CraneSystems: IMOCOM
built a 50 t double girder bridge crane with
50 m span and two 25 t semi-portal cranes for
the Cortagena naval dockyard.
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“Decades of experience in explosion
protection and crane building make STAHL
CraneSystems a sought-after partner for
major international projects.”
Issue 3/2012 in the article ›Explosion proof:
Cranes for gas terminal‹
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